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Salvatore J. LaMendola, Esq.
Salvatore J. LaMendola has been a member of the Trusts
and Estates Practice Group at Giarmarco, Mullins and
Horton, P.C. since 1996, and a member of the LL.M. adjunct
law faculty at Western Michigan University Cooley Law
School since 2016. He focuses his practice on basic estate
planning, post-death trust administration, planning for
retirement plan benefits, and modifying irrevocable trusts
via trust "decanting" and other techniques. Sal has been
published in CCH Financial and Estate Planning; the
Michigan Probate and Estate Planning Journal, and the
Michigan Bar Journal. He has also authored the book Estate
Planning for Catholics: A Guide to Doing God's Will in Your
Will (and Other Estate Planning Documents) which is
available at Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and other book
sellers.

Salvatore J. LaMendola, Esq.
Giarmarco, Mullins & Horton, P.C.
Tenth Floor Columbia Center
101 West Big Beaver Road Troy,
Michigan 48084-5280
P: (248) 457-7204
F: (248) 457-7219
email: sjl@disinherit-irs.com
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Pop Quiz on the SECURE ACT
(this counts for 20% of your overall grade for the course)
Which of these is the real underlying title for the acronym of the
SECURE Act?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Some Extremely Complicated, Uncertain Rules Enacted
Setting Every Community Up for Reduced Entitlement
Seems Extremely Callous to Upend Retirement Expectations
Stupid Even for Congress, Undermines Retirement Ends
Some Execrable Creation of Unkindly Representatives’ Egos
Setting Every Community Up for Retirement Enhancement

Half of these are pulled from ACTEC member listserv discussion.
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Promise and Hope about the SECURE Act?
Popular press and listserv chatter conclude that:
• It applies to all retirement plans equally
• It throws out the old rules
• It greatly simplifies trust planning
• No one has to learn those “designated beneficiary”
rules and add all those silly clauses to cause a trust to
qualify as a see-through trust anymore!
• Conduit trusts are disastrous relics
ALL OF THESE ARE MISLEADING, IF NOT DEAD WRONG
9

SECURE Act, Part Deux?
If this material does not seem complicated enough,
there is a newly proposed bipartisan bill to augment
SECURE, The Securing a Strong Retirement Act of 2020:
Press release here:
• https://waysandmeans.house.gov/media-center/pressreleases/neal-and-brady-introduce-new-bipartisan-legislationstrengthen-americans
Summary of proposed bill:
• https://waysandmeans.house.gov/sites/democrats.waysandm
eans.house.gov/files/documents/2.0Sectionbysection_final.pdf
Full text of proposed bill:
• https://waysandmeans.house.gov/sites/democrats.waysandm
eans.house.gov/files/documents/NEAL_060_xml.pdf
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SECURE Act, Part Deux?
The Securing a Strong Retirement Act of 2020 would:
• Delay RMDs to age 75
• Eliminate RMDs from those with under $100,000
• Reduce the 50% penalty tax to 25% or 10% if timely corrected
• Provide more incentives for employers to establish plans
• Greatly increase use of S corp ESOPs by extending IRC 1042!
• Increase catch up contribution limits
• Allow employer matches to instead pay down student loans
• Allow one-time IRA distribution to CRT and increase QCD limit
• Start S.O.L. even when Forms 5329/5330 not filed
Again, this will NOT pass this year, but look for it to bubble up in
2021 regardless of how the Senate ultimately turns out!
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Agenda
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Value of deferral and tax planning with trusts pre- and post-Secure
Summary: spousal rollover/trust issues unchanged/changed by SECURE
Basics of fiduciary income taxation applied to IRA/qualified plans
New Life Expectancy Tables Effective 2021
The SECURE Act Miscellaneous Changes and the CARES Act; Effect on
Plans/IRAs inherited pre-1/1/20; Basics of Post-Mortem RMDs pre- and
post-SECURE Act
VI. Explaining the “Designated Beneficiary” (DB) and now the “Eligible
Designated Beneficiary” (EDB) and the estate planning options now to
control post-mortem payouts: “conduit” trusts v. “accumulation” trusts
VII. How the SECURE Act Changes Planning - Practical Takeaways/Solutions
VIII. Charitable Remainder Trusts (CRTs) as stretch alternatives
IX. Impact of TJCA (and now the SECURE Act) on QCDs
X. Bonus Material: Top 10 mistakes in IRA/trust planning post-Secure Act
[this presentation will not cover sections greyed out]
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I. Value of Using a Trust to Receive IRAs/401(k)s
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Trusts can control “spendthrift” beneficiary spending
Trusts can ensure asset protection – Clark v. Rameker
Trusts can help avoid estate/inheritance tax (state and federal)
Trusts can avoid state income tax if accumulated in non-tax state
Trusts can control “bloodline” inheritance
Trusts can act as a “de facto prenup” for a beneficiary’s inheritance
(keeping property “separate” especially in Texas, Idaho and Louisiana)
7. Trusts can protect against a beneficiary’s financial errors/omissions
8. Trusts can help avoid disqualification for Medicaid/gov’t benefits
9. Trusts can be professionally managed (investment and/or distribution)
10. Trusts can be used to permit income tax shifting among beneficiaries
11. Trusts may even permit a longer stretch in some cases than inheriting
outside of trust (though it could be the opposite if not careful)
Disadvantages include: Complexity, attorney, accounting and trustee fees,
risk of adverse IRS ruling (or new regulations) regarding trusts, spousal
rollover considerations, higher compressed tax brackets if not managed.
May be treated less advantageously for FAFSA/CSS financial aid calculations.
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I. Value of Using a Trust to Receive IRAs – Drawback?
• For relatively small amounts (whether to children or to non-EDBs such as
grandchildren, nieces, nephews, stepchildren, etc.), an additional factor to
argue against using trusts is that FAFSA/CSS forms do NOT count inherited
IRAs (currently).
• By contrast, trust assets are included, and it does not help if there is
absolute trustee discretion, HEMS standards, pot trust, etc…
• A private school, however, will often view these differently in their own
financial aid analysis.
• Solution? Add a clause to permit distribution if desirable at the time:
“In addition to the above distribution standards, the trustee may distribute IRAs in
kind to an inherited IRA for the benefit of a beneficiary or for the benefit of a
custodian under the Ohio Uniform Transfers to Minors Act (UTMA) for the beneficiary,
or other assets to a 529 plan (or IRA or ESA for a beneficiary if permitted), if the
transfer would otherwise be prudent. The trustee may [shall] consider whether such a
transfer may cause more favorable calculation of a beneficiary’s resources for financial
aid purposes, such as pursuant to calculations resulting from a Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) or the College Scholarship Service (CSS) Profile.”
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II. Estate/GST: Spousal Rollover v. Using Trust
When/why might a married couple want to forego the longer stretch and
simplicity of naming each other outright v. using a trust? Especially with
portability of gift/estate tax exclusion?
• When the couple live in a state with a state estate or inheritance tax. Using
the state exemption may be important, as most states do not have a DSUEportability provision for their state estate tax exclusion.
• When they do not have enough non-IRA assets to fully use their GST
exclusion (which is likelier now with higher exclusion). The $11.58+ million
GST exclusion does not “port” to the surviving spouse, it’s lost!
• Roth IRAs leverage any state or federal estate/GST exclusion the most – even
more than non-IRA assets, since they have higher growth potential.
• Non tax reasons, as with any trust: to protect from any remarriage,
disinheritance of first to die’s children, incapacity, bad advisors/financial
management, and the increasing problem of elder financial abuse.
• Despite the above, 70-90% of married couples will (justifiably) name each
other as beneficiary outright. This is the same as prior to the SECURE Act.
The difficulty is planning for those who don’t want outright distribution.
15

II. Estate/GST: Spousal Rollover v. Using Trust
• Remember, the Secure Act does not change the planning analysis at all for
any defined contribution plans/IRAs left to a spouse directly, or to a conduit
trust. These should still receive the “spouse as sole beneficiary” advantages
and the old-fashioned pre-SECURE “stretch”, since a surviving spouse will be
an “eligible designated beneficiary”.
• Where there is a potential for radical change after the Secure Act is when
someone leaves these assets to an accumulation trust for a spouse:
• Example: Ted and Sandy are age 57 and Ted leaves IRA to Sandy in an
accumulation trust. Had Ted died pre-Secure, pre-2020, Sandy’s trust could
defer distributions over her life expectancy – 27 more years for someone age
58 under current tables. 1/27, 1/26 etc. Post-Secure, unless the
IRS/Treasury unexpectedly issues very liberal regulations, it will only be 10
years. As clients age, this differential between a conduit and accumulation
trust becomes less and less meaningful, with the “stretch” for EDBs age 80
approaching only 10 years anyway. This may be quite important to consider
every few years, as a conduit trust may be preferred for a spouse younger
than 70 for longer deferral, but as time goes by, the 10-year rule of an
accumulation trust is close, and it can allow better income tax shifting to
others on Form K-1, superior asset and bloodline protection, sheltering, etc. 16

Please refer to disclosures in the appendix.
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III. Taxation of IRA Distributions to an Accumulation Trust
• Accumulation/Conduit Trust in most cases will have no RMD until the 10th
year now. Amounts taken above RMD are usually 100% principal under
UPAIA. Example: $1 million traditional IRA. The trustee takes $100,000
from IRA. This is usually 100% principal. If the trustee distributes $40,000
(ignoring expense deductions, other income etc.) to the beneficiary,
$40,000 of income passes to beneficiary on Form K-1 and $60,000 of
income is trapped in trust. Form 1041/K-1 divides the income.
• All taxable IRA distributions are included in DNI and can pass out on K-1
even if distributions are attributed in whole or in part to principal.
• The essential dilemma in planning for the 99% whose income level does
not rise to the top income tax bracket is that leaving substantial income in
trust increases the income tax rate – substantially - but distributing
income out of a trust to save income tax destroys all the asset protection
benefits of a trust, effectively causing an accumulation trust to act as a
de facto conduit trust. End result of either – no protection after 10 years.
• Alternative Exception: use a Beneficiary Deemed Owner Trust (BDOT).
18

III. Secure Act’s Impact On Trust Planning for IRAs:
Compressed Trust Income Tax Rates v. Individuals

Rate

10%
12%
22%
24%
32%
35%
37%

For Single
Individuals, Taxable
Income Over

$0
$9,875
$40,125
$85,525
$163,300
$207,350
$518,400

For Married Individuals
Filing Joint Returns,
Taxable Income Over

$0
$19,750
$80,250
$171,050
$326,600
$414,700
$622,050

For Heads of Households,
Taxable Income Over

$0
$14,100
$53,700
$85,500
$163,300
$207,350
$518,400

For Trusts and Estates,
Taxable Income Over

$0

$2,600
$9,450
$12,950

Source: Internal Revenue Service, Rev. Proc. 2019-44, Year 2020 Tax Rates

Top 20/23.8% long-term capital gains rates start at $441,450, $496,600, $469,050 and $13,150 respectively

This omits AMT, 3.8% NIIT which starts at $200,000/$250,000 MAGI for individuals, but only
$12,950 for trusts, special rates/brackets for long term capital gains and qualified dividends,
special higher rates for capital gains on collectibles, Section 1250 gain 25% for depreciation.
Some states also have progressive brackets but compressed brackets for trusts as well.
Tax bracket management is dramatically more important with the loss of a stretch!
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IV. New Life Expectancy Tables (unrelated to SECURE)
Treasury proposed updated life expectancy tables (Federal Register Vol. 84,
No. 217) on Nov 8, 2019, for distribution calendar years beginning on or after
Jan. 1, 2021, but final regulations changed this applicability date to 2022:
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2019-11-08/pdf/2019-24065.pdf.
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-11-12/pdf/2020-24723.pdf
Excerpt from New Uniform Table:
72 .................................... 27.3
73 .................................... 26.4
74 .................................... 25.5
75 .................................... 24.6
76 .................................... 23.7
77 .................................... 22.8
78 .................................... 21.9
79 .................................... 21.0
80 .................................... 20.2
81 .................................... 19.3
82 .................................... 18.4

From New Single Life Table [and current]:

72 .................................... 17.1
73 .................................... 16.3
74 .................................... 15.6
75 .................................... 14.8
76 .................................... 14.0
77 .................................... 13.3
78 .................................... 12.6
79 .................................... 11.9
80 .................................... 11.2
81 .................................... 10.5
82 .................................... 9.9

[15.5]
[14.8]
[14.1]
[13.4]
[12.7]
[12.1]
[11.4]
[10.8]
[10.2]
[9.7]
[9.1]
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V. Impact of the SECURE Act – Various Miscellaneous
• Kiddie tax reverts to the old rules that look to parent’s brackets rather
than trust and estate brackets (with an option to use for 2018 and
2019) – generally this is helpful to a few families who are not in the
top tax bracket who have minor children with large accounts – not a
revenue raiser but consider refiling 2018 and examine both rates for
2019 filings if you have clients in that situation.
• Penalty-free Withdrawal for Birth or Adoption of a Child up to $5,000
• Waiver of Penalties for Qualified Disaster Distributions up to $100,000
• Increased Small Plan Start-Up Tax Credit
• Taxable graduate or post-doctoral fellowships and stipends received
by graduate students may be treated as compensation for purposes of
making contributions to an IRA account.
• Home health care workers “difficulty of care” payments considered
compensation
21

V. Impact of the SECURE Act – Various Miscellaneous
• The SECURE Act strongly encourages annuity offerings within plans,
has various tax incentives for small employers to offer plans and
various other minor provisions (including reversion of the kiddie tax).
These are not discussed herein.
• Contributions (either traditional or Roth) are now permitted past age
70 ½, past age 72 – as long as someone has appropriate wages.
• References to “age 70 ½” in IRC 401(a)(9), used to determine the
required beginning date for most IRAs/plans (including inherited
spousal sole beneficiary IRAs not rolled over) is increased to “age 72”
(e.g. RBD will be April 1 of the year after turning 72, not 70 ½). The
Secure Act does NOT amend IRC Section 408(d)(8)(B)(ii), outlining
“qualified charitable distributions”, which still references “age 70 ½.”
• “Effective Date.--The amendments made by this section shall apply to
distributions required to be made after December 31, 2019, with
respect to individuals who attain age 70 ½ after such date.”
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V. Impact of the CARES Act vis a vis IRAs
• No RMDs for 2020, including inherited IRAs (and other plans)
• This does not change the Required Beginning Date, however
•

IRS Notice 2020-23: https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-20-23.pdf

NEW! IRS Notice 2020-51: https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-20-51.pdf - “For
example, if a participant received a single-sum distribution in January 2020, part of
which was treated as ineligible for rollover because it was considered an RMD, that
participant will have until August 31, 2020, to roll over that part of the distribution.”
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V. CARES ACT – Year 2020 401k Loan/IRA Distribution Changes
•

•

•

In addition, the amount that can be borrowed from qualified retirement plans is
increased and a “Coronavirus-Related Distribution” may be permitted from an IRA
or pension plan of up to $100,000 even for someone under 59 ½ without the 10%
early withdrawal penalty – but it’s still 100% taxable!
Tax can be spread out over 3 years (e.g. 1/3 tax year 2020, 1/3 tax year 2021, 1/3
tax year 2022), and the rollover period for such distributions is extended and it’s
considered a direct rollover (one-per-year rule for 60 day rollovers does not
apply). There will likely be future guidance with additional details.
Query whether tapping into retirement plans early is a good idea? In some cases,
yes, it’s a needed source of short term cash. But, not everyone lands on their feet
stronger than before. If someone owns a small business that fails or loses their
job and the economy does not rebound for them so quickly such that they face
bankruptcy, taking $100,000 from their retirement plan just robbed them of a
protected source of post-bankruptcy funds (and funds for their retirement), that
would likely be a fraudulent transfer if they later try to put them back in prior to
bankruptcy. Some states will trace protection of distributions from retirement
plans into bank accounts/investments, but those are definitely a minority and
even then it might be narrowly construed. Caution clients who are in dire straits
to consult a bankruptcy attorney before draining their IRA/401k!
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V. Impact of the SECURE Act – Killing the Stretch
• The SECURE Act changes the post‐death RMD (Required Minimum
Distribution) rules for defined contribution plans (IRA, 401k, 403b,
457), not defined benefit plans, to generally require that all
distributions after death be made by the end of the 10th calendar
year following the year of death, if there is a designated beneficiary.
• Exceptions are made for those who are both “designated
beneficiaries” (under old rules) and also five categories of “eligible
designated beneficiaries” (EDBs): surviving spouse, chronically ill,
disabled, someone who is not more than 10 years younger than the
decedent, or is owner’s child who has not reached the age of majority.
• Exception: if there is no “designated beneficiary”, the old rules still
apply, except for a change in required beginning date
• Nothing in SECURE changes the scheme or definitions of “designated
beneficiary” or how to look through a trust to determine the DBs (but,
we’ll likely have to get new guidance someday on trusts for EDBs!).
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VI. Old Rules: Why It Used to be a Big Deal if a
Trust Did not Qualify as a “DB” (pre- 1/1/2020)

Designated
Beneficiary
(conduit or
accumulation
trust)

Non-Designated
Beneficiary (e.g.
estate or nonqualifying trust)

Death Before Required
Beginning Date (“RBD”)

Death On or After Required
Beginning Date (“RBD”)

Life Expectancy
Rule (a.k.a. “stretch”
over life of DB)

Life Expectancy
Rule (a.k.a. “stretch”
over life of DB)

Five-Year Rule
(i.e. must be
withdrawn by
Dec. 31 of 5th yr.
anniversary

“Ghost” Life
Expectancy Rule
(continues to use
decedent’s age
period)

Remember, Roth IRAs have no required beginning date (thus always left column, LE or 5 yr.)
RBD was usually April 1 of year after turning 70 ½, except for non-owner (or <5%) employees
still working, but only for their qualified plan. Spouses and spousal conduit trusts have special
rules for a delayed RBD and annual recalculation of life expectancy (i.e. a longer stretch).
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VI. Why It Still Matters if a Trust does not
Qualify as a Designated Beneficiary or EDB
“Eligible” beneficiaries are:
surviving spouse, owner’s child,
disabled, chronically ill, not
more than 10 years younger

“Eligible Designated
Beneficiary” (conduit or
AMBT or maybe
accumulation trust where
all DBs are EDBs)
Designated
Beneficiary (conduit or
accumulation trust
where the DB is not
“eligible”)

Non-Designated
Beneficiary (e.g. nonqualifying trust or
estate) – no change

Death Before Required
Beginning Date

Death On or After Required
Beginning Date

Life Expectancy
Rule (“stretch” over life
expectancy of EDB)*

Life Expectancy
Rule (“stretch” over life
expectancy of EDB)*

Ten-Year Rule (not a

Ten-Year Rule (not a deemed 10

deemed 10 year life!
Similar to 5 yr rule below)

Regs may allow “ghost” LE election

Five-Year Rule (i.e. must be
withdrawn by Dec. 31 of 5th
yr., no RMD until last year)**

year life! Similar to 5 yr rule)

“Ghost” Life Expectancy
Rule (continues to use decedent’s
age w/ single table, RMD scheme)**

Remember, Roth IRAs have no required beginning date and there is still an exception for non-owner
employees still working, as to qualified plans. RBD usually April 1 of year after turning age 72 now (but
no RMD due 2020 per CARES). See the old rules for trusts receiving defined benefit plan distributions.
* For EDB category II, child of owner, this is until “age of majority”, then 10 year rule thereafter.
** Qualified plans typically pay within one year! Only DBs can rollover to inherited IRAs § 402(c)(11).
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V. SECURE Act – Application to Existing Inherited IRAs
• The SECURE Act does not affect the payout schedule for those who
inherited defined contribution plans/IRAs before 1/1/2020, including
trusts. There is an exception, however, when a “designated
beneficiary” of such a plan then dies on or after 1/1/2020, see next
slide.
• Should a spouse who recently inherited such a plan within the last nine
months consider a qualified disclaimer to lock in the (presumably)
longer stretch for children/grandchildren? Perhaps a handful might
consider this, so it is worth bringing up. Remember that taking a year
of death RMD does not indicate “acceptance” that would preclude a
later qualified disclaimer, per Rev. Rul. 2005-36.
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V. SECURE Act application to plans inherited pre-2020
•

“(A) IN GENERAL.—If an employee dies before the effective date, then, in applying
the amendments made by this section to such employee’s designated beneficiary
who dies after such date—
(i) such amendments shall apply to any beneficiary of such designated
beneficiary; and
(ii) the designated beneficiary shall be treated as an eligible designated
beneficiary for purposes of applying section 401(a)(9)(H)(ii) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 (as in effect after such amendments).”

• Thus, if owner dies before 1/1/2020, but the “designated beneficiary” of the
inherited IRA dies on or after 1/1/2020 (unless a spouse rolls over such a plan
or dies before RBD), the next beneficiary in line will NOT be able to use the
DB’s remaining life expectancy as before, the 10 year rule now applies.
• What if there are multiple “designated beneficiaries” of an accumulation
trust? The trust does not die. Does this rule apply only when the designated
beneficiary with the shortest life expectancy dies? What if a younger
designated beneficiary of the trust dies – is this even relevant? Do all have to
die? Or any. This rule is unclear, but critically important not just for “stretch”
but for determining “income” under the trust/UPAIA/UFIPA.
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V. SECURE Act application to plans inherited pre-2020
•

•
•

•

Example: John dies in 2018, leaving trust for child Nancy age 22 as primary
discretionary beneficiary until age 30 when she receives it outright, but if she dies
before then, to John’s sister outright, who is age 55. Both are DBs, but the sister’s
LE was used. When would the application of the new 10 year rule now apply?
1) when sister dies; 2) when child dies; 3) when either dies; 4) only when both die?
There is no guidance, but the IRS will have to come up with some fairly soon to
guide trustees of existing accumulation trusts. Natalie Choate believes the IRS will
adopt #4 because it is most logical and favorable to taxpayers – notably, if the
Regs considered multiple benes as DBs before, they can’t change their tune now.
I certainly hope this is the case. It is a logical taxpayer-friendly interpretation that
should be adopted. However, the IRS does not always adopt the most taxpayerfriendly interpretation. My own personal opinion on the odds: It’s at best 50%
likely the IRS will apply this rule only when both die (#4). There is a 35% chance
the IRS will apply this rule when the sister (the DB whose life expectancy was the
only one relevant under prior rules) dies (#1), and a 15% chance that the IRS will
look to when ANY designated beneficiary dies (#3). My reasoning is on the
following slide. Place your bets!
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V. SECURE Act application to plans inherited pre-2020
Six reasons why the more taxpayer-friendly interpretation is not inevitable:
1) The IRS have looked to very remote beneficiaries before, even those who are unlikely to ever
inherit (e.g. PLR 2002-28025), so practical arguments about who actually gets the money won’t
necessarily persuade them and they may want to stick with a rule they know;
2) There may be billions of DBs, if e.g., primary beneficiary has a lifetime limited power to
appoint to any individual younger than them. Are mere potential appointees beneficiaries for
this purpose? There is no clear guidance, so most have limited their LPOAs accordingly. Even
without an LPOA, large extended families may have a lot of people counted as DBs.
3) The IRS may see it as administratively unworkable to apply at the death of all the DBs.
4) The statute implies we look for a single designated beneficiary “If an employee dies before
the effective date, then, in applying the amendments made by this section to such employee’s
designated beneficiary who dies after such date-“ The law “forgets” there may be many DBs.
5) The IRS may see it as unfair or abusive that a trust for multiple beneficiaries in many such
situations would keep a longer stretch than what beneficiaries of a DB would receive had the DB
inherited outright, and the IRS may be concerned about situations in which trusts somehow
abuse the system and get a better stretch than people who inherit outside of trusts. Where the
law is vague, courts accord the IRS Chevron deference in interpreting it via regulation or rulings.
6) What is the main purpose of this section of the law? To generate $15.75 billion in tax revenue
to offset the costs for other provisions meant to help insurance companies taxpayers.
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V. SECURE Act application to plans inherited pre-2020
Those issues, and several more, will hopefully be addressed in Treasury guidance (proposed
regulations) in early 2021.
Treasury asked the professional community for comments. I was on an ACTEC Employee
Benefits Committee task force, chaired by Steve Trytten and Kathy Sherby, to provide some
feedback and suggestions to Treasury. For any tax nerds curious, see these letters/memos from
ACTEC to Treasury with suggested regulatory guidance on the SECURE Act:
https://www.actec.org/assets/1/6/7-14-20_ACTECRequest_for_Guidance_from_Treasury_on_Section_401_of_the_SECURE_Act-Part_1.pdf
https://www.actec.org/assets/1/6/2020-0729_ACTEC_Request_for_Guidance_from_Treasury_Regarding_Section_401_of_the_SECURE_Act
,__Part_2.pdf
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VI. Important Term of Art: Designated Beneficiary
Anyone entitled to proceeds from an account is a “beneficiary”, but
“designated beneficiary” (DB) is a term of art previously used (now
only rarely) to determine the person whose life expectancy is used
to determine payouts after an owner’s death (see Treas. Reg.
§1.401(a)(9)-4), but is still important even post-SECURE Act:
Examples:
•
I leave my IRA to my estate and the IRA is then distributed in
kind to my daughter for her as an inherited IRA. She is now a
beneficiary, but she is not a designated beneficiary.
•
I leave my IRA to a non-qualifying trust. The trust is a
beneficiary, but it is not a designated beneficiary.
•
I leave my IRA to my sister, who dies 3 years later, and it passes
to my niece, who establishes a new inherited IRA. My niece is
a beneficiary, but is not a designated beneficiary.
•
I leave my IRA to the Atrium Medical Center Foundation.
Atrium is a beneficiary, but is not a designated beneficiary.
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VI. SECURE Act Term of Art: Eligible Designated Beneficiary
``(ii) Eligible designated beneficiary.--The term ‘eligible designated beneficiary' means, with
respect to any employee, any designated beneficiary who is-``(I) the surviving spouse of the employee,
``(II) subject to clause (iii), a child of the employee who has not reached majority
(within the meaning of subparagraph (F)), [note: not grandchildren, nieces, nephews etc.]
``(III) disabled (within the meaning of section 72(m)(7)),
``(IV) a chronically ill individual (within the meaning of section 7702B(c)(2), except
that the requirements of subparagraph (A)(i) thereof shall only be treated as met if there is a
certification that, as of such date, the period of inability described in such subparagraph with
respect to the individual is an indefinite one which is reasonably expected to be lengthy in
nature), or [Categories III and IV have a special rule for “applicable multi-beneficiary trusts”]
``(V) an individual not described in any of the preceding subclauses who is not
more than 10 years younger than the employee.
The determination of whether a designated beneficiary is an eligible designated beneficiary
shall be made as of the date of death of the employee.” [E.g.: someone becoming disabled a
week after the death of the employee/owner would not be an EDB as to that DC plan/IRA,
but there is a special rule for children who might become disabled before age of majority]
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VI. SECURE Act Term of Art: Eligible Designated Beneficiary
``(I) the surviving spouse of the employee,”
This term is easy to understand. If a spouse is named outright, which will be the case
for 80%-90% of your married clients, especially those with children of the same
marriage, they can rollover the plan/IRA into their own IRA (there are dozens of PLRs
that permit this even when inheriting through trust/estate, but this is not recommended
planning). There are two instances when spouses may not want to rollover immediately
(remember, they can always do so years later):
1) when surviving spouse is under 59 ½ and may need to tap into IRA assets before
that date (because keeping it as an inherited IRA until then avoids a 10% penalty
when taking distributions);
2) when the surviving spouse is older than decedent spouse, who was younger and
under 72 (where delaying a rollover can defer RMDs longer);
A conduit trust for only a spouse (not a conduit pot trust) should be able to take
advantage of the delayed required beginning date and recalculated life expectancy
tables just as before, since a spouse is also an eligible designated beneficiary. More on
trusts for EDBs to come.
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VI. SECURE Act Term of Art: Eligible Designated Beneficiary
``(II) subject to clause (iii), a child of the employee who has not reached
majority (within the meaning of subparagraph (F)),***
``(iii) Special rule for children.--Subject to subparagraph (F), an individual
described in clause (ii)(II) shall cease to be an eligible designated beneficiary
as of the date the individual reaches majority and any remainder of the
portion of the individual's interest to which subparagraph (H)(ii) applies shall
be distributed within 10 years after such date.''
This is not all minors – it excludes grandchildren, nieces, nephews etc. – only a child.
Further guidance will be needed on “age of majority”. It may not simply be age 18.

Treas. Reg. §1.401(a)(9)-6, A-15 (interpreting subparagraph F): “a child may be
treated as having not reached the age of majority if the child has not completed a
specified course of education and is under the age of 26. In addition, a child who is
disabled within the meaning of section 72(m)(7) when the child reaches the age of
majority may be treated as having not reached the age of majority so long as the
child continues to be disabled. ***”
“Seven years of college down the drain!”, John Blutarsky, Animal House, 1978.
What is a “specified course of education”? Is completing school quickly penalized? Surely
Congress would not want to encourage going to law school!
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VI. SECURE Act Term of Art: Eligible Designated Beneficiary
``(III) disabled (within the meaning of section 72(m)(7)),
[(7) Meaning of disabled
For purposes of this section, an individual shall be considered to be disabled if he is
unable to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically
determinable physical or mental impairment which can be expected to result in
death or to be of long-continued and indefinite duration. An individual shall not
be considered to be disabled unless he furnishes proof of the existence thereof in
such form and manner as the Secretary may require.]
This is not an easy definition to meet – quite similar to social security disability. For
additional guidance, see Treas. Reg. §1.72-17A(f), which was too long to copy to a slide.
Some disabled individuals file IRS Schedule R, Credit for the Elderly or Disabled, with
their Form 1040s. That schedule requires a physician’s certification that a person meets
the IRC §72(m)(7) definition of disabled. It may be wise for tax preparers (and
potentially IRA custodian/trustees) to obtain a physician’s signed statement attesting to
an individual’s disability under this definition for eligible designated beneficiary (EDB)
purposes as well.
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VI. SECURE Act Term of Art: Eligible Designated Beneficiary
`(IV) a chronically ill individual (within the meaning of section 7702B(c)(2),
except that the requirements of subparagraph (A)(i) thereof shall only be treated as
met if there is a certification that, as of such date, the period of inability described in
such subparagraph with respect to the individual is an indefinite one which is
reasonably expected to be lengthy in nature),
IRC §7702B(c)(2) provides that:
“The term “chronically ill individual” means any individual who has been certified by
a licensed health care practitioner as—
(i)being unable to perform (without substantial assistance from another individual)
at least 2 activities of daily living for a period of at least 90 days due to a loss of
functional capacity, [these will sound familiar to those who look at LTC contracts]
(ii)having a level of disability similar (as determined under regulations prescribed by
the Secretary in consultation with the Secretary of Health and Human Services) to
the level of disability described in clause (i), or
(iii)requiring substantial supervision to protect such individual from threats to
health and safety due to severe cognitive impairment.
Such term shall not include any individual otherwise meeting the requirements of
the preceding sentence unless within the preceding 12-month period a licensed
health care practitioner has certified that such individual meets such requirements.”
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VI. SECURE Act Term of Art: Eligible Designated Beneficiary
``(V) an individual not described in any of the preceding subclauses who is
not more than 10 years younger than the employee.
This term is easier to understand, though I have read articles that get this wrong and
assume the beneficiary must be younger than the owner. Not true.
Example: Bob, age 60, does not have children (or hates them) and leaves his IRA to
his older sister Marie, age 62 and younger brother Sam, age 57.
Both Marie and Sam are eligible designated beneficiaries, because they are individuals
who are not described in the other four paragraphs and are not more than 10 years
younger than Bob. They can still use the “stretch” life expectancies from the single life
tables (starting in 2021 under new tables, 25.3 years and 29.7 years respectively).

Discussion of whether and how trusts for Marie and Sam would be able to use this
payout scheme are discussed in later slides.
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VI. New Term of Art: “Applicable Multi-Beneficiary Trust”
The SECURE Act creates a new term in IRC §401(a)(9)(H):
“(v) Applicable multi-beneficiary trust.--For purposes of this
subparagraph, the term `applicable multi-beneficiary trust'
means a trust-(I) which has more than one beneficiary, [almost every
trust has more than one beneficiary – they are referring to an
accumulation/non-conduit trust here]
(II) all of the beneficiaries of which are
treated as designated beneficiaries for purposes of
determining the distribution period pursuant to this
paragraph, and
(III) at least one of the beneficiaries of which
is an eligible designated beneficiary described in
subclause (III) or (IV) of subparagraph (E)(ii).”
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VI. New Term of Art: “Applicable Multi-Beneficiary Trust”
``(iv) Special rule in case of certain trusts for disabled or chronically ill
beneficiaries.--In the case of an applicable multi-beneficiary trust, if under the terms
of the trust-``(I) it is to be divided immediately upon the death of the employee into
separate trusts for each beneficiary, or
``(II) no individual (other than a eligible designated beneficiary
described in subclause (III) or (IV) of subparagraph (E)(ii)) has any right
to the employee's interest in the plan until the death of all such
eligible designated beneficiaries with respect to the trust,
for purposes of a trust described in subclause (I), clause (ii) shall be applied
separately with respect to the portion of the employee's interest that is payable to
any eligible designated beneficiary described in subclause (III) or (IV) of
subparagraph (E)(ii); and, for purposes of a trust described in subclause (II),
subparagraph (B)(iii) shall apply to the distribution of the employee's interest and
any beneficiary who is not such an eligible designated beneficiary shall be treated
as a beneficiary of the eligible designated beneficiary upon the death of such
eligible designated beneficiary.”
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VI. New Term of Art: “Applicable Multi-Beneficiary Trust”
• “subparagraph (B)(iii) shall apply to the distribution of the employee's
interest” – technically this just means that the life expectancy rule can
be used, not that the life expectancy of the “eligible designated
beneficiary” can be used.
• Do we still use the life expectancy of the designated beneficiary with
the shortest life expectancy, as current regulations provide?
• Or can we ignore any older beneficiaries completely, as seems to be
the Congressional intent but is not clearly indicated in the code?
• While I believe and hope that Treasury interprets this code section as
allowing us to ignore the non-”eligible designated beneficiary” life
expectancies, those drafting trusts until guidance is issued may
consider excluding older beneficiaries!
• Example: John establishes an AMBT qualifying-trust for his younger
daughter age 50, remainder to his older daughter age 52, with
contingent to his brother age 76. Is it clear that age 50 is used for life
expectancy?
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VI. New Term of Art: “Applicable Multi-Beneficiary Trust”
• Will most special needs trusts now qualify under the definition on the
prior slide?
• Most have “poison pill” provisions that could conceivably (but rarely do
in practice) cut off a disabled beneficiary before a beneficiary’s death.
Because someone else who is probably not an eligible designated
beneficiary could theoretically become a beneficiary before the
beneficiary’s death, this would appear to disqualify most special
needs trusts done in states where a poison pill cause is advisable or
required.
• Treasury is likely to someday issue favorable guidance on this point,
but until then, do not overpromise, or modify your poison pill provision
(e.g. since it is hardly ever actually invoked, why not “suspend” the
SNT beneficiary’s distributions during lifetime rather than accelerate
payments to other beneficiaries as most poison pill clauses do?).
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VI. New Term: “Applicable Multi-Beneficiary Trust”
• Example of an “applicable multi-beneficiary trust”:
John, age 60, dies naming his trust as beneficiary of an IRA and 401k plan, with his
surviving children aged 28 and 32 (and grandchildren per stirpes) as beneficiaries. His
younger child age 28 is disabled. The trust creates two discretionary accumulation
subtrusts for children, then outright to that child’s children or their sibling at a child’s
death. The 32 year old, 28 year old and any of their children living at the time are
“designated beneficiaries”. Under the old rules, the 32-year old’s life expectancy
would be used.
As long as the trust is divided into two separate trusts (query whether separate
shares are sufficient – I would not count on it since the statute says “trusts”), and the
subtrust for the 28-year old disabled beneficiary does not permit distributions to
anyone else during his or her lifetime, it should qualify as an “applicable multibeneficiary trust”, with the subtrust for the 32 year old receiving RMDs under the new
10 year rule, and the subtrust for the 28 year old disabled beneficiary receiving RMDs
under the old LE “stretch”. That trust does not need to be a conduit trust, provided
no one else can receive distributions during the disabled beneficiary’s lifetime. The
specific rule of new IRC §401(a)(9)(H). But is it clear the 28 year old’s, not the 32 year
old’s life expectancy is used? Hopefully new regulations will clarify this.
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VI. Trust As a Designated Beneficiary (unchanged)
A “see through trust” (a.k.a. conduit or accumulation) is a trust in which
the individual beneficiaries are considered as designated beneficiaries.
The one with the shortest life expectancy was previously used for payout
period (and may still be for DB plans/DC plans w/later effective date)
Requirements under Treas. Reg. §1.401(a)(9)-4, A-5(b)(1)-(4):
1.
2.
3.

the trust must be valid under state law (easy);
it must be irrevocable (also easy, but beware of joint trusts);
beneficiaries must be identifiable (harder to determine than it seems,
corollary to this is that all beneficiaries must be individuals);
4. IRA custodian/trustee must receive copy of trust (or alternative summary)
by October 31 of year after death.
These requirements are close to worthless as a practical aid in drafting and
evaluating trusts, but hopefully the IRS will loosen up w/new regulations
For covering the potentially unwritten rules and traps, see the checklists in the separate outline and comparison
charts – There are many more than four issues to consider!
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VI. Three Ways to Control Distributions of IRAs after Death
1.

2.
3.

IRA Annuity with restricted payout options elected so that
beneficiaries can only take RMDs or some other restriction. Asset
protection for these is less certain, especially since various
companies constantly advertise buying out annuities/income
streams for a healthy discount.
Trusteed IRA with trust distribution terms incorporated into the BDF
(a trusteed IRA is a simplified conduit trust that combines trust
terms in the IRA agreement and avoids a separate Form 1041 filing)
Make a trust or trusts the beneficiary – trusts may be subject to
different RMD rules after the death of the owner depending on
design, as discussed on the next slide: it may be a conduit trust,
accumulation trust (collectively known as “see through trusts”), or a
non-qualifying trust. After the SECURE Act, we may now have
conduit and accumulation trusts divided into two further categories:
those that qualify as “designated beneficiaries”, but not “eligible
designated beneficiaries” and those that qualify as both. It is less
disastrous now (in most cases) if trusts do not qualify, but this may
still be important.
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VI. Tax Treatment of Trusts that Control IRAs after Death
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Conduit trust (Ex. 2 in Treas. Reg. §1.401(a)(9)-5), where there is
only one designated beneficiary, but they are not an “eligible
designated beneficiary – 10 year rule applies
Conduit EDB trust, where the only designated beneficiary is also an
eligible designated beneficiary – traditional stretch applies (or
stretch to age of majority +10 year rule for young child of owner)
Accumulation trust (Ex. 1 in Treas. Reg. §1.401(a)(9)-5, where there
are multiple designated beneficiaries and at least one is not an
eligible designated beneficiary (most cases) – 10 year rule applies
Accumulation EDB trust (unclear, hopefully Treasury will clarify),
my guess - where there are multiple designated beneficiaries all of
whom are also eligible designated beneficiaries, will use shortest
payout period that would apply to any of the EDBs (traditional
stretch or stretch to AofM+10). Don’t promise result for client.
Non-qualifying trust (which might even be a charitable remainder
trust), which is not a “designated beneficiary” (or EDB). All the old
rules still apply - the 5 year rule if decedent dies before RBD or
“ghost stretch” if decedent dies after RBD. Unchanged.
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VII. Conduit Trusts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Easy to draft, administer, understand and account for
Avoids 37% + state compressed income tax rate bracket trapping
Trusteed IRA is basically a simplified conduit
Works well with charitable remaindermen: e.g. I want to benefit my wife
or child or sibling, then charity after they die for any remaining in IRA.
Much better for surviving spouses now than an accumulation
trust, especially pre-age 72, due to delayed required beginning date
and the ability to recalculate RMDs (although most spouses simply
leave outright, which is even better tax-wise).
Useful for larger estates with a GST non-exempt trust because it can
include a testamentary general power of appointment
More problematic when there is a compressed stretch (non-EDBs), so
we will likely see fewer conduit trusts for non-EDBs
After SECURE Act, it may become the ONLY way to ensure a stretch
for a surviving spouse, <10 younger or child EDB, unless Treasury
passes more liberal guidance than expected
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VII. Accumulation Trusts

“It is recommended that practitioners use conduit trusts and
O/R-2-NLP [“outright to named living persons”] trusts as
often as possible when drafting trusts that are to be named as
beneficiary of retirement benefits, since these are among the few
types of trusts where we have clear guidance that it ‘works’.”
-

Natalie B. Choate, Life and Death Planning for Retirement
Benefits, (6th edition), Ataxplan Publications, 2006, page 318.

-

Example: I leave my IRA in a discretionary trust for CB, but if
he dies it pays outright to RB. CB and RB are the identifiable
“designated” beneficiaries as long as both are alive at the
time of my death, and the oldest of the two’s life expectancy
was previously used to determine the payout period (preSECURE Act).
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VII. Accumulation Trusts
When do we stop looking to identify beneficiaries?
Contrast PLRs 2002-28025, with the recent taxpayer friendly PLR 201320021. In PLR 2002-28025, decedent left assets to grandchildren in trusts
until age 30 (they were younger), but if they died, assets would pass to
their relative who was age 67 at the time. IRS ruled that the 67 year old
was the designated beneficiary whose life expectancy was to be used,
even though it was extremely unlikely they would ever receive a dime. By
contrast, some recent PLRs seem to ignore contingent beneficiaries who
are not named in the instrument. Best practice - know who would
eventually inherit accumulations outright (i.e., O/R-2-NLP). This is
unchanged under the SECURE Act.
There are still unanswered questions surrounding accumulation trusts –
why would the IRS not consider default beneficiaries by law but consider
those named in the document? It makes no sense whatsoever.
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VII. Impact of the SECURE Act – Killing the Stretch
• We must analyze ALL conduit trusts and accumulation trusts receiving
substantial defined contribution plan benefits and discern whether the
owner/settlor’s goals lean towards asset protection or income tax
avoidance. Also whether disabled/chronically ill, minor or beneficiaries
less than 10 years younger are in the estate plan/trust, even as
contingent beneficiaries (“eligible designated beneficiaries”).
• Popular wisdom is that conduit trusts will always be a disaster, but
then some accumulation trusts might also be a disaster. It depends on
the clients’ goals and situation, and how flexible the trusts are.
• Some clients will simply scrap the idea of naming a trust as beneficiary
because of the reduced “stretch” in light of the 10-year rule’s broader
application, others might just use a conduit or trusteed IRA for some
minimal protection for 10 years, and still others might just tweak the
existing trust and add provisions for better income tax shifting.
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VII. Impact of the SECURE Act – Impact on Conduits
• Conduit trusts and trusteed IRAs drafted so as to ONLY pay RMDs (and
no more) would be a disaster (unless the designated beneficiary is also
an eligible designated beneficiary, in which case a conduit trust may
preserve the stretch where an accumulation trust would not). If the
beneficiary is not an EDB, all the funds would come out in the 10th year
into the trust and then out to the beneficiary, allowing no use of lower
brackets by distributing 1/10, 1/9, etc. every year. Unless the
beneficiary is in the 1% of people in top tax bracket, this is a disaster.
• Most conduit trusts and trusteed IRAs, however, are drafted with more
flexibility (e.g. RMDs plus more for HEMS/discretion).
• If the beneficiary is not an EDB, many clients would prefer a hybrid
quasi-conduit trust qualifying under accumulation trust rules that
encourages distributions to beneficiaries to shift income tax burden
away from compressed tax brackets, or better, grants then a
withdrawal right to shift income yet permit more to stay protected in
trust (a BDOT).
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VII. SECURE Act – Conduit EDB Trusts?
• Conduit trusts for Eligible Designated Beneficiaries would probably
continue to qualify for the stretch (or stretch until age of majority plus
ten years for children), but will they really be used? Except spouse, no!
• Example #1: I leave IRA to 16 year old child. I can establish an
accumulation trust with wide latitude and get 10 years, or an conduit EDB
trust that gets a few more years, maybe 5 more years of deferral? But a
conduit forces everything out by age 28-35 (AofM+10), destroying much
of the estate tax shelter, divorce/lawsuit protection, protection from
mismanagement etc. This is a high price for only 5 more years of deferral
that probably won’t be enough to cause a bracket jump.
• Example #2: I leave IRA to my sister who is less than 10 years younger in
conduit trust to supplement her retirement but if she dies before it is all
paid out, remainder to my favorite charity (such a trust can still be a
designated beneficiary). The SECURE Act does not change this dynamic
nearly as much, perhaps I leave that plan as is – keep as conduit trust.
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VII. SECURE Act – When to Keep Conduit Trusts?
• Nutshell Takeaways on When to Keep Conduit Trusts (or trusteed IRAs):
• Category I, II, V “Eligible Designated Beneficiaries” – children under the
age of majority (sometimes), those aged less than 10 years younger,
spouses (usually blended family situations)
• Any beneficiary where the client would like a charity to receive any
remainder after the primary beneficiary’s death, where getting the 10
year rule or EDB-rule is still important and asset protection is not a major
concern. Example, Client age 70 has one child age 47 who will likely never
have children themselves and wants to leave assets in trust for their life,
then to charity (similar, prior slide example for sibling, then charity). The
optimal plan may change once the client reaches his RBD (April 1 in year
after turning 72, assuming most funds are not Roth accounts, since Roth
IRAs have no RBD)? Probably, since then the client may prefer to just
have an ordinary, non-DB-qualifying trust for individual then charity and
forget the DB rules, because the trust would receive “ghost” life
expectancy.
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VII. Impact of the SECURE Act – Accumulation Trusts
• Accumulation trusts may be a disaster as well if they have
conservative distribution standards that effectively trap all the
payments in trust at the highest trust compressed tax bracket
(unless the beneficiary is in the top 1% of earners in the top tax
bracket, in which case it may be advantageous for state income
tax purposes for the trust to pay the tax). Depending on the
client’s goals, perhaps move to a modified conduit arrangement
whereby payments to avoid higher trust income tax rates are
encouraged but not required, or a power of withdrawal over
taxable income (i.e. a beneficiary deemed owner trust “BDOT”)
is granted in lieu, either of which still affords some asset
protection.
• Many accumulation trusts should be modified, but in different
ways
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VII. Impact of the SECURE Act – Accumulation Trusts
What else should be amended regarding current accumulation trusts as a
result of SECURE? (assume no EDB, trust for older kids, grandkids, etc.)
For some clients, nothing drastic at all needs to be done.
Some of the prior restrictions on lifetime and testamentary powers of
appointment can be eliminated. Whether this is important depends on the
client settlor’s intent.
Example: Client established an accumulation trust for their children in their
30s, but prevented them from appointing to anyone older than them (even if
it’s to a spouse or sibling who is a year older), or to charity or other entities.
There is no longer any rationale in most cases for preventing distributions to
older individuals, since the age of the various designated beneficiaries no
longer matters. However, there is still a downside to permitting distributions
of any accumulations to charity, because it would cause a trust to not be a
designated beneficiary (i.e. 10 yr → 5 yr or “ghost” LE). This is only important
if someone dies before their RBD, or after RBD and age 81 (and only slightly
important after that, as stretch is 9.9, 9.2, 8.6, 8.1….)
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VII. Impact of the SECURE Act – Accumulation Trusts
What else should be amended regarding current accumulation trusts as a
result of SECURE? (assume no EDB, trust for older kids, grandkids, etc)
• Additional rationale should be considered in distribution provisions:
Example: trust says to make distributions for “health, education and support”,
but nothing further. Does this permit the entire IRA to be paid out? These are
real restrictions on distributions, even if the beneficiary is trustee or cotrustee, despite what some think. A $2 million IRA may have paid $60,000
RMD previously and the trustee would have been justified to distribute – now,
even if spread out, IRA distributions would be $200,000+/yr. Is the higher
distribution within those HEMS standards? Not so much an issue if an
independent trustee has absolute discretion/liberal standards, but even if you
do, it may be best to tackle the settlor’s wish to be tax efficient (or inefficient,
if the settlor values asset protection more than tax efficiency). Consider:
“I understand that under current law my retirement benefits will be paid to
this trust within ten years. I direct my trustee to consider the overall tax
impact to the trust and beneficiaries in making distributions and favor a level
of distributions that reduce the overall income tax to the trust/beneficiaries.”
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VII. Impact of the SECURE Act – Accumulation Trusts
What else should be amended regarding current accumulation trusts as a
result of SECURE? (assume no EDB, trust for older kids, grandkids, etc)
• Some had rearranged their IRAs/planning around a stretch assumption:
Example: Client, age 78, has kids in their 40s/50s and grandkids ranging 8-18.
She loved the idea of 60-80 years of “stretch” by leaving her IRAs and Roth
IRAs to trusts for her grandkids. Having 1-2% payable to UTMAs, then over
their life didn’t bother her – it was a small amount and it would not be a lump
sum likely to be wasted and it would likely avoid compressed tax brackets
because the meager amounts would be easily spent. But now she’ll likely
rethink that scheme, because it would either 1) go out too early to grandkids
who may not manage it well and undercuts their parent’s influence or 2) be
taxed at egregiously high trust rates. Better: change into an accumulation
trust where the children could also be a beneficiary but use a lifetime power
of appointment to spray appropriate amounts of income to their children
(grandchildren), which gives much more flexibility/protection yet keeps the
ability to seize the potentially lower tax rates of the grandchildren.
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VII. Impact of the SECURE Act – See Through EDB Trusts
The statute is not clear as to how rules work with DB trusts for Categories I, II
and V beneficiaries (spouses, those under age of majority and those less than
10 years younger than the decedent) where there are multiple DBs and/or
EDBs and the EDB stretch is sought. Possible interpretations include:
• Narrow reading – don’t allow any trusts to use EDB rule, except for those
two categories specifically authorized by Congress (very unlikely)
• Liberal – look to the DB with the shortest life expectancy and if he/she is
an EDB, then use the rules for that EDB and ignore the other DBs (unlikely)
• Borrow from “applicable multi-beneficiary trust” definition and permit
DBs to be excluded as long as no non-EDBs receive anything while EDBs
are still living (very reasonable, but still very unlikely)
• Only allow conduit trusts for EDBs to use EDB rules (possible, still unlikely)
• If all DBs are also EDBs, then look to the EDB with shortest life expectancy
• If all DBs are also EDBs, then look to the EDB with shortest payout (most
likely, as this parallels the current DB regulations and follows the intent)
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VII. Impact of the SECURE Act – See Through EDB Trusts
Unlike the DB regs, the shortest life expectancy would not necessarily be the
shortest payout under the EDB rules. Example: Client age 50 leaves IRA to
accumulation trust for his child age 17, remainder outright to sister age 45
(both EDBs). Sister has the shortest life expectancy (40.9 v. 67.9 yrs)
• But the 17-year old child would have the shortest payout period - only
until the age of majority, plus 10 years. Much shorter.
• Thus, while using the shortest “life expectancy” most closely adheres to
the language of the current regulations on what payout we use when
there are multiple designated beneficiaries, using the shortest payout
period would probably be keeping with the spirit and intention of that
regulation in interpreting how Treasury should probably look through
trusts for determining the payout when multiple EDBs are the only
beneficiaries of an accumulation or conduit pot trust.
• More distinguished attorneys than I have different opinions. Until we get
guidance, comply with current DB rules and provide statement of material
purpose/intent in the document and don’t overpromise clients on what
the “stretch” will be for any trust for Cat I, II, V Eligible beneficiaries.
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VII. Impact of the SECURE Act – Killing the Stretch
• Example of Planning Opportunity if Treasury Adopts a More
Liberal Interpretation (unlikely, but possible):
John, age 60, names his trust as beneficiary, with his children aged 28 and
32 (and grandchildren per stirpes) as beneficiaries. Currently it would receive
a 10 year stretch but if John names his 55 year old sister as a beneficiary of
the trust such that his children and his sister are all considered DBs, and his
sister would qualify as an EDB, can the trust use her LE (29.6 years instead of
10) since she is the DB with the shortest life expectancy and she is an EDB?
Possibly, since this does parallel the current DB regulation (Treas. Reg
§1.401(a)(9)-4 (it parallels the letter, but not necessarily the intent), but it’s
unlikely that Treasury will ultimately interpret accumulation trusts for EBDs in
this manner. If so, a trust could offer much superior “stretch” deferral than
outright dispositions and we would consider drafting “intentionally
defective accumulation trusts” to pick the best EDB as a remote beneficiary!
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VII. SECURE Act – Fixing the Accumulation Trust Disaster
• How to Shift Income Tax Due to RMDs in an Accumulation Trust Without
Having to Make Distributions that Reduce Asset Protection: §678/BDOT
Example: John names his trust as beneficiary of $2 million IRA, with his
children aged 28 and 32 (per stirpes) as 50/50 beneficiaries. They are in the
15%/24% tax bracket currently, but if approx. 1/10 of the IRA were distributed
from the trust to them, would be in the 24%/32% tax bracket, but worse, if kept in
trust, the trust would be in a 37% bracket (not even counting state income tax or
indirect effect on 3.8% NIIT). Assume it pays outright at some point, qualifies as DB
and 10 year rule applies.
This will be an extremely common situation, if not the most common
scenario you will come across. John may even make his children the trustees or
co-trustees with liberal distribution standards. The family wants to keep it outside
of the children’s estates if possible (who knows what the estate will be), and wants
it protected from creditors/divorce, but not if it increases tax rates on $2
million+growth of income from 15%/24% to 37% - that’s more than $260,000
wasted, down the drain! With the exception of extreme cases – clients do not
want this!
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VII. Using BDOTs to Fix the Accumulation Trust Disaster
•

Basics of IRC §678:
“a) General rule
A person other than the grantor shall be treated as the owner of any portion
of a trust with respect to which:
such person has a power exercisable solely by himself to vest the corpus or
the income therefrom in himself, or”

Examples of Powers over Corpus:
Example 1: John Doe dies and leaves assets to wife in a GPOA marital trust
that grants her the power to withdraw corpus
Example 2: John Doe dies and leaves assets in trust for son and daughter
until age 30, 35, 40 when they can withdraw 1/3, 1/2 and 100%
respectively, but they’re ages 49, 51 when John dies.
In both examples, all income is taxable directly to beneficiaries, not the
trust, whether they take any funds from the trust or not. Basis of a BDIT.
Problem? Very little if any asset protection, estate tax sheltering
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VII. Using BDOTs to Fix the Accumulation Trust Disaster
•

Basics of IRC §678(a): “a) General rule
A person other than the grantor shall be treated as the owner of any portion of
a trust with respect to which:
such person has a power exercisable solely by himself to vest the corpus or
the income therefrom in himself, or”

Examples of Powers over Income:
Example 3: Surviving spouse can withdraw “all net income” – the spouse is
only taxed on accounting income under 678(a), due to how it is defined
Example 4: Owner dies and leaves assets in trust for child, granting the
power to withdraw “all taxable income, regardless of whether it is
attributable to accounting income or principal” (e.g. incl. traditional IRA)
In Example 4, the child must report all the taxable income, not the trust,
whether the child takes any funds from the trust or not, even though child
has no power to withdraw any corpus beyond this amount.
This Example 4 is a “beneficiary deemed owner trust (BDOT)”.
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VII. Using BDOTs to Fix the Accumulation Trust Disaster
• Authority that being able to withdraw all taxable income shifts
the burden of paying such taxable income to the owner:
•
•
•
•

Mallinckrodt v. Nunan, 146 F.2d 1 (8th Cir. 1945)
Pre-IRC §678 “Clifford” regulations under §39.22(a)-22
IRC §678 and Treas. Reg. §1.678-1, Treas. Reg. §1.671-3
Treas. Reg. §1.671-2(b) ‘income’ for subpart E (grantor trust
rules including IRC 678) means ‘income determined for tax
purposes and not to income for trust accounting purposes”
(e.g. including capital gains), similar is Treas. Reg. §1.677(a)-1
• Campbell v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 1979-495
• PLR 2016-33021
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VII. SECURE Act – Using BDOTs to Fix Accumulation Trust
• John has a $6 million estate, $2 million of which is a traditional IRA. He
splits his trust between his son and daughter into two accumulation trusts
with $3 million each, $1 million of which is an IRA. 10 year rule applies.
• Year 1: trustee takes $100,000 (not an RMD, just a distribution) from IRA,
and makes 3% interest/dividends on the other $2 million - $60,000. The
trust grants child the right to withdraw the taxable income (whether
income or principal for UPAIA), $160,000. Child is taxed on $160,000.
Child takes 30% to pay taxes ($48,000) and allows the $112,000 to lapse
and remain in trust. This is well under 5% of the trust corpus, therefore
not a gift/contribution to the trust for gift/estate/GST nor most state law
asset protection purposes (see the 50- state chart w/the BDOT article).
• If the trust had forced out $160,000 of distributions (not $48,000), the
trust would be dramatically shrinking every year. By contrast, here is it
growing. The asset protection and estate/GST difference is enormous.
• Obviously, not for the spendthrift/substance abusing beneficiary, but this
withdrawal power can be cut off in such events.
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VII. SECURE Act – Using BDOTs to Fix Accumulation Trust
When does a BDOT provision in a trust work best?
• responsible adult children or other beneficiaries
• situations where the trust is primarily for divorce/asset protection and
estate tax sheltering not as much to protect from overspending
• for GST-exempt trust, because the GST exempt trust can grow tax-free due
to the beneficiary’s payment of income tax (like other grantor trusts)
• where the trust also owns business, real estate and other assets that may
get preferred treatment as grantor trusts rather than non-grantor trusts
• where the grantor resided in a “founder state” that would try to tax the
trust, but the beneficiary lives in a different lower tax state;
Who does a BDOT not work as well for?
• spendthrift/substance abusing beneficiary; disabled on Medicaid
• blended family spouse where grantor wants to minimize access to principal
• where beneficiary would want to shift/spray income to others on K-1
Note: it is possible to cut off power if bankrupt, disabled, etc., or add it back
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VII. SECURE Act – Using BDOTs to Fix Accumulation Trust
• In Ohio, the law will very likely change this year to be MUCH more friendly
to BDOTs. Currently, Ohio law does not consider someone who allows a
withdrawal power to lapse to be a settlor of the trust for debtor/creditor
rights purposes, but only provided the lapse does not exceed the
5%/$5,000 IRC §2514 lapse protection – see Ohio R.C. §5805.06(B)(2).
• On May 10, 2019, the OSBA Council of Delegates approved a provision that
is now included in the omnibus trust and estate bill (House Bill 464) that
will completely eliminate that paragraph when passed. It is part of a noncontroversial bipartisan bill that is highly likely to be enacted this year,
probably effective early in 2021.
• Solutions for Ohioans until then: use an OLT, take out amounts over 5%, or
my preference, have amounts over that “hang” and be withdrawable and
lapse in a later year and use a cessor/forfeiture clause.
• Kentucky law is already extremely favorable to BDOTs: KRS §390.330(1):
“Appointive property subject to a general power of appointment created
by a person other than the powerholder is not subject to a claim of a
creditor of the powerholder or the powerholder's estate.”
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Please refer to disclosures in the appendix.
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Please refer to disclosures in the appendix.
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VII. SECURE Act – Using BDOTs to Fix Accumulation Trust
• For more detail on how 5x5 lapse protection works, see Section II.h. of the
white paper IRC 678 and the Beneficiary Deemed Owner Trust (BDOT).
Code and rulings require all powers in all trusts be aggregated for lapse
protection, which is extremely beneficial for these situations. For state
debtor/creditor law on hanging powers, see that same section and the 50
state chart accompanying the article.
• While the BDOT trust design sounds inferior from an asset protection
standpoint, over time the opposite should hold true – much more may
ultimately be protected from creditors (and sheltered from estate/GST tax)
with a BDOT design than other discretionary trusts where taxable income
so readily leaves the protection of the trust in order to exploit lower
beneficiary tax rates and avoid compressed trust tax rates. In our prior
example, more than $1 million would be protected in trust after 10 years
than if a discretionary trust had been used and distributions made to lower
tax. Cessor/forfeiture and trust protector clauses can cut off withdrawal
rights in extreme scenarios.
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VII. SECURE Act – BDOT Drafting Considerations
• Power to withdraw “all net income” by itself is insufficient – need to clearly
refer to all taxable income regardless of whether it is accounting income or
principal, including capital gains.
• Should lapse occur end of year or sometime late in the following year? If
the former, ensure that the amount can be fully exercised, but trued up
later in the following year to account for late 1099/K-1s etc. when taxable
income for the year is later determined (in fact, even if it is corrected years
later, have the withdrawal power extend over it accordingly).
• Ensure assets do not have to be “traced”/can be satisfied from any principal
• Consider hanging power w/consent of non-adverse trustee - still a general
power, yet is protected from creditors under most UTC states and others
• Ensure agent/guardian/conservator can act (Rev. Rul. 81-6 says §678(a)
applies even if not appointed, but ensure the trust does not prohibit acting).
• Ensure that cessor/forfeiture/trust protector type action cannot
retroactively remove/veto any current vested right so that beneficiary
clearly has “sole unfettered power” over the taxable income per §678(a)
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VII. Impact of the SECURE Act – Killing the Stretch
• Should you plan to “disqualify” DBs for those who are past their RBD but
before age 81? Should someone change their BDF to name their estate as
beneficiary, so that the estate would get a longer stretch?
• NO – While it’s possible the IRS will take a hard line here, it’s not likely.
This strategy may generate nothing more than higher probate costs and
hassles!
• By contrast, adding a temporary LLPOA to a trust in the event of any death
in that time window which permits appointment to charity, however, has
additional significant upside benefit - better charitable income tax
deductions. So, my take is – don’t bend over backwards to try to get an
additional few years deferral, since it’s likely that the IRS will clarify that DBs
can choose the longer of the ten-year rule or the “ghost” LE, but if adding a
clause, such as an LLPOA to charity, gets additional benefit, go for it. In
addition, trustees can easily disqualify the trust as a DB post-mortem by
simply failing to provide the custodian of the IRA a copy of the trust!
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Other Strategies

•

•

•
•

Testamentary Charitable Remainder Trusts
• CRATs, CRUTs, NIM-CRUTs, Flip-CRUTs,
• 10% minimum remainder interest rule
• True life expectancy
• 20-year maximum term
Testamentary Charitable Gift Annuities (PLR 2002-0018)
• Immediate or deferred
• No 10% minimum remainder interest rule
Pre-death Roth Conversions
Disclaimer Planning
• Alternative to beneficiary QCDs
• Private foundations or donor advised funds (the latter preferred)
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Other Strategies

• Life Insurance
• Wealth replacement
• Traditional plan to charity; life insurance to heirs

• Cover income taxes
• High accumulation trust brackets
• Post-death Roth conversions
•
•

By surviving spouse
By beneficiary of traditional qualified retirement plan (see-through trusts included) (not available for
traditional IRAs)

• Section 678 “BDOT” Accumulation Trust
• S Corporation/QSST as Beneficiary (Blattmachr article)
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VIII. Use of Charitable Remainder Trusts (CRTs) for Stretch
• A charitable remainder trust (“CRT”) (annuity or unitrust) would not be a
designated beneficiary, and would therefore come under the old 5 year
rule or “ghost” life expectancy rule depending on whether the decedent
died before or after his RBD for the plan in question.
• But the CRT itself can be tax deferred for the actual life of the individual
beneficiary (not just for a life expectancy), and/or could have a term for up
to 20 years. It must pay out at least 5% (exceptions for NIMCRUT/FLIPCRUTs) and the value of the charitable remainder interest must be worth
at least 10% of the trust as of the initial funding. See PLR 1999-01023.
• Pros: potential for longer tax deferral (with low AFRs, may not be possible
for beneficiaries under age 28 approx.), benefits charities chosen by donor
• Cons: beneficiaries cannot access principal, even for emergencies. Unless
the CRT has fixed term, risk of an early death disinheriting family and giving
more than intended to charity (though life insurance might offset this risk).
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VIII. Use of Charitable Remainder Trusts for Stretch
•

Rev. Rul. 2002-20 outlined an exception for CRTs payable to special needs
trusts (SNT), when it may use the individual’s life expectancy rather than be
limited to 20 year term, but it’s limited and may subject the trust to payback:
• First, the CRT must be for one lifetime and the beneficiary must be under a
disability that renders him or her unable to manage personal financial affairs,
as defined in IRC § 6511(h)(2)(A), ”by reason of a medically determinable
physical or mental impairment of the individual which can be expected to
result in death or which has lasted or can be expected to last for a continuous
period of not less than 12 months.” Also, the CRT and SNT should follow one of
three formats in order to come under this Ruling:
1) Flow-Through Trust (like a conduit). CRT payouts are made to the SNT and
then are distributed to the beneficiary (but not all?). Any remainder
distributed to the income recipient's estate.
2) Discretionary Trust. Alternatively, the SNT may be discretionary, but the
remainder of the trust is payable to the estate of the special needs person.
3) Discretionary with GPOA Trust. Finally, a SNT may be discretionary with the
recipient holding a testamentary general power of appointment.
Often better to use AMBT EDB exception instead for disabled beneficiary.
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VIII. Use of Charitable Remainder Trusts for Stretch
• How can you double the stretch while keeping the maximum
flexibility to invest and make or withhold distributions to the
individual beneficiaries?
• Use a 20 year term for CRT, and name a discretionary trust as the
beneficiary of the CRT (it can be the same trust that controls
other estate assets). It can incorporate BDOT provisions to
enable tax shifting to the individual beneficiaries without the
disaster of having to force out all the income via distributions.
• Pros: this removes the risk of an individual’s early death overly
depleting or destroying the family’s interest
• Cons: this gives no longevity insurance to the individual
beneficiary (i.e. they get no more money if they live longer).
Payout higher (10.94% unitrust at 2.4% 7520 rate if optimized).
10 years more deferral is unlikely to make up for 10% donation.
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VIII. Use of Charitable Remainder Trusts for Stretch
• Another way to build in flexibility into the CRT document to
open up more robust planning opportunities (if the situation
warrants): add a trust clause to permit the easy removal of the
spendthrift clause so that the income beneficiary can later sell
their lead interest (perhaps even to the charity).
• Provided the beneficiary holds the CRT income interest for at
least one year, the sale of the income interest is long-term
capital gains. This can be an easy way to terminate the CRT,
though recent regulations curb some basis abuse of CRT sales.
• See prior LISI article Potential Income Tax Disasters for Early
Trust Terminations, LISI Estate Planning Newsletter #2753
(October 9, 2019), with important details about the income tax
aspects of commutations and early trust terminations,
including CRTs. It matters greatly how you terminate a trust.
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VIII. Use of Charitable Remainder Trusts for Stretch
• Estates that pay estate tax are rarer now, but remember that
IRC §691(c) still provides an income tax deduction for estate
tax paid on income in respect of a decedent (IRD), such as
receipt of a traditional IRA/401(k) distribution.
• Although TJCA did not eliminate this directly, for many
beneficiaries, it did so indirectly, since many fewer itemize. It
may be worse when such assets pass to CRTs…
• When a beneficiary receives such income through a CRUT, the
IRS has taken a very taxpayer-unfriendly position that makes
the §691(c) deduction completely unusable or at best severely
delayed until the end of the CRUT term. See PLR 1999-01023,
Treas. Reg. §1.664-1(d)(2). Consider % of IRA outright to
charity instead for those with taxable estates – much cleaner.
• Strongly consider deathbed Roth IRA conversions for those
who would be subject to estate tax!
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VIII. Use of Charitable Remainder Trusts for Stretch
Nutshell – the “sweet spot” for IRA/401k to CRTs is:
• Traditional IRAs/401(k)s with $0 basis
• Estates that will not pay estate tax (AEA 2020 $11.58 million),
but with large enough accounts to merit the complexity/trust
• Those who want to benefit a child, sibling, friend, but not
necessarily their spouse/heirs etc., and would prefer a charity
benefit at the individual beneficiary’s death.
• Those with beneficiaries who would only receive a 10 year
stretch (not “EDBs”), but who are > age 28 < age 67 and could
receive a much longer tax deferral though a life-CRT.
• Asset protection from creditors/divorce not a major concern.
• IRA →20 year CRT → discretionary trust technique OK for <28
beneficiaries, provides better asset protection, but only 20 yrs.
• Those who desire a steady stream, not lump sum, for their
intended beneficiaries (and they’re relatively healthy).
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IX. TJCA Effect on Qualified Charitable Distributions
•

Taxpayers may cause up to $100,000 of distributions from their IRAs to be made directly
to charity without triggering any income tax on the distribution. These count towards
any RMD requirement.

•

The annual $100,000 limitation is on a per taxpayer basis, so a married couple can each
take advantage of this $100,000 per year allowance so long as the funds come from their
respective separate IRAs. Taxpayers must be over 70 ½ at the time of gift (turning that
age later in the year is not good enough). The SECURE Act did not amend this to age 72.

•

QCDs may only be made from individual IRAs (including inherited IRAs if beneficiary is
over 70 ½), and are not eligible to be made from SIMPLE IRAs, 401(k), 403(b), 457(b),
pensions, etc. Only distributions to public charities qualify. Distributions to private
foundations, charitable supporting organizations or donor advised funds do not qualify.

•

Why do this instead of taking distribution, then gifting? Because it reduces AGI, which
affects social security taxation and the phase out of many deductions and credits,
reduces state income tax in many states (Ohio) and reduces MAGI for 3.8% NIIT surtax.
More importantly, after TJCA, only 10% or so of taxpayers itemize and even those who
do may not get the full marginal benefit of a charitable deduction. QCDs are much
better for those who would not itemize absent the amount gifted.
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IX. SECURE Effect on Qualified Charitable Distributions
• The SECURE Act did add one new wrinkle to the QCD rule. Section
408(d)(8)(A) will now read:
“(A) In general So much of the aggregate amount of qualified
charitable distributions with respect to a taxpayer made during any
taxable year which does not exceed $100,000 shall not be includible
in gross income of such taxpayer for such taxable year. The amount
of distributions not includible in gross income by reason of the
preceding sentence for a taxable year (determined without regard to
this sentence) shall be reduced (but not below zero) by an amount
equal to the excess of-``(i) the aggregate amount of deductions allowed to the
taxpayer under section 219 for all taxable years ending on or
after the date the taxpayer attains age 70 1/2, over
``(ii) the aggregate amount of reductions under this
sentence for all taxable years preceding the current taxable
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year.‘’

IX. SECURE Effect on Qualified Charitable Distributions
• Example: John is age 72 and working and has at least $6,000 in wages and
contributes $6,000 to his IRA in 2021. He directs his IRA custodian to
send a $10,000 QCD from an IRA (even if a different IRA) to charity – the
amount not normally includible, $10,000, is reduced by the $6,000 of
deductions (making the $6,000 includible in income), negating the entire
benefit of the deduction! Ouch! Worse – the same result if he had
contributed the $6,000 in the prior year without a QCD removing the
taint!!! What if John is self-employed – he could instead contribute to a
solo 401(k) – which is not a Section 219 deduction!
• Solutions: John instead contributes to a Roth IRA, which generates no
§219 deduction. Voila! Full QCD exclusion for the $10,000, Roth IRA is
tax-free w/ no RMDs! If his MAGI is over the Roth limit (e.g. $124-$139k
single/$196-$206k MFJ), contribute to nondeductible IRA!
• Anyone working past 70 ½ who is charitably minded should consider this
impact and either 1) use low basis stock or other assets for charitable
giving or better, 2) contribute to Roth or nondeductible IRA after age 70
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½, not a traditional IRA. You can’t just split an IRA in two to avoid this!

IX. SECURE Effect on Qualified Charitable Distributions
• Not technically a QCD, but related: the SECURE Act makes leaving IRAs
(and, of course, other retirement plans) directly to charity more
compelling, since it’s now more likely with the 10 year rule that
beneficiaries will not only pay income tax (which they always would have
before), but more often now even pay it more quickly and perhaps even
in a higher tax bracket.
• So, have clients name their favorite charity (or donor advised fund with
several local charities) as beneficiary – clients can let their children
choose the charities via DAF agreement and it’s an “above the line”
deduction similar to a QCD, but the children don’t have to be 70 ½ and it
can come from 401(k), 403(b) etc.!
• Example: Mary is age 80 and in poor health. Her daughter Charlotte, age
55, likes to donate $5,000 a year to her church and local charities, but
because of TJCA, she gets NO usable deduction. Mary names her donor
advised fund as beneficiary (or as contingent), enabling Charlotte to
disclaim $25,000 of her IRA at Mary’s death into the family’s donor
advised fund, enabling Charlotte to use DAF funds for gifting instead.
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues Post-SECURE ACT
Quick top 10 review of the most important and easy to miss
issues from the pre- and post-mortem checklists from the
material, updated for the SECURE Act.
Many of the mistakes and “gotchas” are the same as previously,
since the “designated beneficiary” rules are still important if 1)
someone dies before RBD; 2) if someone dies after RBD but
before age 81; 3) if someone wants to qualify trust as “EDB”,
since qualifying as DB is a prerequisite.
That said, if a trust does not qualify as a see through trust, or if
the income is triggered earlier, the damages resulting from
these mistakes would in most cases be far less (e.g. 5 years of
deferral v. 10 years of deferral is not as stark a difference as
botching 84.5 years of deferral previously allowed for a
newborn beneficiary or trust therefore).
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – the BDF
1. Verifying and understanding default rules in the Beneficiary
Designation Form (“BDF”). Should the BDF be amended
now?
Some clients may prefer to leave plans/IRAs outright now
in lieu of amending trust for a more limited 10 yr. benefit
Many custodian/trustee forms are NOT “per stirpes” when your client names their three children and one
predeceases (or disclaims), the IRA may pay to the other
two children. This is not easily “fixed” post-mortem.
Fix defaults with simple addendum (“see attached”) –
most custodians permit limited amendments - but keep
any amendments as short as possible – most should not
take more than a paragraph.
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – the BDF
1. Should the BDF be amended now?
Consider naming a custodian (and alternate), through age
25, in lieu of a trust for any minors, especially for smaller
amounts that would easily be spent before then. See e.g.
Ohio’s Transfers to Minors Act, Ohio R.C. §5814.01 et seq.,
Any competent adult over age 18 can be a custodian – in
state residency not required. Someone could be a UTMA
custodian for another even if they are under age 25 or 21.
Example (following language in R.C. §5814.09): “If I die
after XX/XX/XXXX, I name my niece Kara as beneficiary. If I
die before XX/XX/XXXX, I name my sister Katherine as
custodian for her daughter Kara until age 25 under the
Ohio Transfers to Minors Act. In the event of Katherine’s
death, inability or unwillingness to serve, Greg, then Susan,
in the order named, shall serve as successor custodian.”
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – the BDF
1.
-

-

Naming UTMA custodians for minors, not minors directly:
If a minor is named, not a UTMA custodian, it’s unlikely that a
financial firm would alter this and pay to UTMA custodian
without court order/state law.
Some practitioners fear the IRS could view such UTMA
arrangements as more similar to a trust, which if so considered,
may not qualify as a see-through trust. The IRS has never issued
any formal guidance on the use of UTMA accounts (whether to
age 21 or to newer age 25), but has strongly hinted that they’re
not viewed as trusts, but as owned by the individual for all
“designated beneficiary” purposes.
UTMA Section 11(b) vests property in minor, and in other
contexts, such as other income/gift tax aspects, the IRS views
the “ward” as owner, e.g. Rev. Rul. 59-357 (annual exclusion);
Rev. Rul. 56-484 (file income tax as individual, not trust); Treas.
Reg. 1.1361-1(e)(1) (for S corps, UTMA bene considered owner)
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – Naming Subtrusts on BDF?
2. Understanding when to name sub trusts rather than the
master revocable living trust as beneficiary on the BDF. It’s
less important now, unless an EDB can be used.
- Example: Client age 75 has 3 children and 2 grandchildren
from each, 6 total grandchildren, 9 beneficiaries. Children ages
50-55, grandchildren ages 5-20. Client names trust for them as
beneficiary, with the IRA split between them in the trust.
Prior law: All 9 shares use the 55 year old’s life expectancy, but
if the client had established conduit trusts, and named these
sub-trusts directly on BDF, each used their own age.
SECURE: All 9 use the 10 year rule regardless of whether master
trust or subtrusts are named directly – unless some are EDBs
If any of the nine are disabled/chronically ill, the trust should be
examined to see if it meets “applicable multi-beneficiary trust”
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – Naming Subtrusts on BDF?
2. Understanding when to name sub trusts rather than the
master revocable living trust as beneficiary on the BDF. It’s
less important now, unless an EDB can be used.
When naming a conduit subtrust directly may still be a good
idea – change the prior slide’s scenario and imagine the client
wants to leave 20% to a subtrust for his younger sister, age 68.
If he names the master trust, all 10 beneficiaries are counted as
DBs and it’s likely that his sister will not receive a “stretch”. By
contrast, if he names a conduit trust for her directly as
beneficiary of 20% of the IRA, she will receive a traditional
lifetime stretch, which would be 19.5 years for a 69 year old
under new tables. Conduit trusts for this category become less
valuable as owner age. If client dies at age 87, his sister will be
80 [10.5 year stretch], hardly worth the effort to qualify for.
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – Charities as Beneficiaries
3. Not naming charities directly on non-Roth BDFs when it
makes sense as part of estate plan – but consider naming a
donor advised fund through a local community foundation if
your client wants to name multiple smaller charities.
Naming charities rather than through a will or trust
ensures that any other individual beneficiaries do not get
stuck with income tax under separate share rules, or
disqualify the trust as a “designated beneficiary”, which is
still important post-SECURE Act (esp. if death <RBD);
Note: many IRA custodians/trustees require charities to
open up a new inherited IRA account (US Bank does not) ,
meaning full Patriot Act/ ”know your client” compliance
hassles which require obtaining board of directors data,
which could delay dividing the IRA – use a local community
foundation w/a donor advised fund!
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – Pecuniary Bequests
4. Avoid any pecuniary bequests in trusts that might be funded with qualified
plan or IRAs, whether it’s $500,000 to Johnny, or up to the first $11.4 million
or available applicable exclusion amount to a bypass trust (or GST exempt).
Watch out for how you define 1/3, ¼, ½ divisions of trusts. Fractional OK.
Distributing IRA assets in kind to satisfy such a bequest, even if the total estate
is well under the amount so it’s a de facto residuary clause, triggers income tax
(informally known as Kenan gain). There are arguments to the contrary, but
the IRS position is clear in Chief Counsel Memo 2006-44020.
For example: Trust with $6 million mandates that half be distributed to Junior
on his 35th birthday, valued at that date. Trustee distributes $2 million in
appreciated securities with $1.8 million basis and $1 million traditional IRA in
kind. Result: $200,000 capital gain and $1 million ordinary income triggered on
distribution. May depend on wording of distribution (e.g. ½ of each asset
would not be similar to pecuniary).
This danger is unaffected by the SECURE Act, except as to calculating damages.
See Treas. Reg. §1.1014-4(a)(3), Reg. §1.651(a)-2(d), §1.661 (a)-2(f), Kenan v. Comm.,
114 F. 2d 217 (2d Cir. 1940).
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – Drafting Conduit Trusts
5. “All net income” trusts are NOT necessarily conduit trusts
because they allow the accumulation of IRA distributions
allocable to principal rather than income (unless, perhaps
you defined all such distributions as accounting income and
did not allow the trustee to reallocate, but I would not
recommend that method)
– if you want to comply as a conduit trust, make sure all
distributions from qualified plans/IRAs pass through to
beneficiaries with NO hold back clauses, special needs trust
clause, lifetime power of appointment, spray power of
otherwise that might thwart this.
The SECURE Act does NOT eliminate use of Conduit Trusts –
in fact they be even more desirable now for certain EDBs
(e.g. spouse, sibling <10 yrs younger), but conduit designs
have become much less desirable for ordinary DBs.
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – Drafting Conduit Trusts
5. “All net income” trusts may be detrimental in the context of
Roth IRA/401k accounts, which are becoming more
common, if state law or the trust instrument look through
to the internal accounting income of the Roth IRA/account.
- UPIA Section 409 default is that 10% of an RMD will be
accounting income that has to be paid out in an “all net
income” trust, but many states deviate from this, and some
trust instruments do as well, looking to an IRA’s internal
accounting income. Except in some rare cases, when the 10
year rule applies, you’d generally want any Roth IRA/account to
keep in the tax-free wrapper until the 10th-11th year. For QTIPs,
payment of net income including Roth IRAs is usually required –
see Rev. Rul. 2006-26, but you can change to a withdraw right
QTIP (BDOT) so that internal Roth income is not required to be
distributed from the Roth to QTIP prematurely.
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – Drafting Conduit Trusts
5. When old style conduit trusts are now a DISASTER postSECURE Act:
– if the trust does not permit distributions beyond RMDs
(rare), nothing is distributed in years 1-9, but this forces out
the entire IRA in 10th year, which is inefficient for income
taxes and may harm non-tax goals
When old-style conduit trusts are probably still OK:
- If the trust permits liberal distributions in trustee’s
discretion or for health, education, support etc. (more
common), then conduit trusts may not be such a disaster
at all, because the trustee could exploit brackets with
gradual distributions from the IRA over 11 years to assure
no income is accumulated and dumped at higher bracket.
- if the beneficiary is an EDB, the conduit trust may be a
necessary design to exploit the old stretch rules
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – Prior Inherited IRAs
6. Exclude previously inherited IRAs from your special
language added conduit/accumulation trust rules.
Some of your clients will die with an IRA previously inherited
from a parent or other relative, though this will become less
likely now. It is irrelevant whether these qualify under the
conduit/accumulation trust rules – the 10 year rule will
generally apply after the first beneficiary’s death, even if the
second beneficiary is an EDB or trust therefore. There is no
special language required or desired in the trust as to these
assets, yet we commonly see trusts treat them the exact same
way.
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – See Through Trusts
7. Check for any broad limited testamentary power of
appointment or general testamentary power of
appointment clause, whether by formula, in only the GST
non-exempt share or otherwise, even “stub income”, if you
are attempting to qualify as an accumulation trust
(testamentary POAs are not a problem for a conduit trust,
which is one of their key benefits).
Corollary to this: limit your lifetime limited powers of
appointment in both conduit and accumulation trusts, but
older beneficiaries than powerholder no longer a problem
(unless it is a trust for EDBs)
Even post-SECURE Act, these rules matter, because nonqualifying trusts are stuck with 5 year rule if the owner dies
before their RBD. Post-RBD, it matters less. But, if employer
plan, remember, rollover to IRA may not be allowed.
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – Material Purpose?
8.

Add a “material purpose” and savings clause
In those cases where someone does not want to bother
with the rules necessary for conduit or accumulation trusts,
which is more likely post-SECURE Act since the value of the
“DB” status is more limited, state clearly that the settlor is
aware of the ramifications and is affirmatively choosing not to
qualify the trust as a see through trust (or is allowing a
trustee/trust protector to so choose).
In some cases, the additional restrictions would not be
worth adding for only another 5 years of deferral, and if the
decedent dies aged 73-81, not qualifying as a see through trust
may enable a longer stretch. Adding a broad lifetime limited
power of appointment permits better charitable deductions
and tax shifting to beneficiaries, at cost of 10 → 5 year stretch if
pre-RBD, 10→”ghost life expectancy” if post-RBD. “DB” status
more important for ROTH than traditional accounts.
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – Accumulation Trusts
9. For accumulation trusts: The SECURE Act changes some of
the design features we may include. First, qualification as a
“designated beneficiary” is only valuable if 1) defined
benefit plans will pay to a trust (rare); 2) employer plans are
payable to trust; 3) the decedent dies before RBD (because
this means 5 more years of deferral from 5 → 10 years); 4)
the decedent dies after his or her required beginning date,
but also after age 81; or 5) beneficiaries are “EDBs”
To qualify, ensure that an individual at some point is getting the
qualified plan assets or IRA outright and no accumulations
could go to charity.
Previously, we had to limit any distributions of accumulations to
anyone older – e.g. a parent, an adopted child, or even a
spouse of a child who is older – these silly restrictions can now
be thrown out the door.
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – Defined Benefit Plans
10. Does your client have significant defined benefit plans
and would their plan have a benefit for non-spouses
(e.g. it’s not yet annuitized as a pension) and would
the plan permit non-spousal beneficiaries a stretch?
Secure Act stretch change does not apply to defined benefit plans.
The vast majority of plans do not allow a stretch though, and will
force beneficiaries (including trusts) to take funds out in a lump sum
distribution, which is typically rolled into an inherited IRA, at which
point the new SECURE Act rules apply – so as a practical matter this
loophole in the Secure Act is not so helpful. Perhaps this is an
opportunity for attorneys to amend small company DB plans that
often have millions of dollars in them (especially physician practices).
These defined benefit plan benefits still pay out under the old stretch
rules. Should you consider retaining all the old clauses in your trusts
designed for the traditional “stretch” for these benefits even if they
will be extremely rare to run across?
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X. Top Mistakes and Issues – AMBT Backup Plan
11. Have a back up plan if a beneficiary is
disabled/chronically ill at the time of the owner’s death,
but young enough for the “stretch” afforded to AMBTs to
matter (i.e. younger than 75-80 or so).
Remember, those categories of EDBs can receive the traditional
stretch over their life expectancy under the single life table, but
the trust must provide that no other beneficiary can receive funds
during the EDB’s lifetime – some provisions such as lifetime
powers of appointment, trust protector or poison pill provisions
may be problematic, as discussed.
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X. Highlights of Checklists
• Know the two important times when a spouse should NOT
rollover immediately– 1) when surviving spouse is under 59 ½
and may need to tap into IRA assets before that date and/or 2)
when the surviving spouse is older than decedent spouse who
was younger and under 72 (where delaying a rollover can defer
RMDs longer);
• Consider qualified disclaimers immediately before any
“acceptance” occurs. Know when a spouse may want to
disclaim to trust (or from trust) for better income, estate, GST
or asset protection planning.
• If spouse inherited an IRA in the last 9 months, before
1/1/2020, he/she could disclaim (usually in favor of children),
and the inherited IRA for the children would come under the
old pre-SECURE stretch rules! You can disclaim only a %!
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X. Highlights of Checklist
• If Form 706 is filed, consider that new Form 8971 might
apply to IRA/QPs with basis; remember that QTIP rules
require election over the trust and the IRA
• Beneficiaries (not the executor/estate, unless the estate
is the beneficiary) must take the decedent’s RMD in year
of death if the decedent died past RBD and did not take
the full RMD – remember that beneficiaries can take the
decedent’s RMD and still disclaim later pursuant to IRS
Rev. Rul. 2005-36. If beneficiaries take it too late, as
would be common if the owner died in November or
December, the IRS will waive 50% excise tax penalty for
reasonable cause, but take the RMD ASAP.
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X. Highlights of Checklist
• Pay off any charitable bequests in trust (unless decedent
was past RBD but younger than 81 and it’s now largely
irrelevant)
• Consider disclaiming and/or releasing any trust powers
that might be suspect (e.g. broad trust protector power,
broad power of appointment, but older beneficiaries may
be OK now, and even charities if client died past RBD)
• Send copy of trust to IRA provider, even if the trust will
make in kind transfers to beneficiaries, by Oct 31 of year
after death (including any changes via non-judicial
settlement agreement, decanting, trust protector or
otherwise), certified mail, return receipt requested, unless
DB status is actually undesirable.
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X. Highlights of Checklist
• Investigate whether decedent had company stock in
employer plan with NUA before moving 401(k) to an
inherited IRA;
• The SECURE Act make NUA treatment even more valuable,
since stretch is now mostly limited to 10 years, but NUA
“stretch” deferral is completely unlimited
• Investigate whether beneficiaries (including a trust) would
consider partial conversion of any inherited traditional
qualified plan (e.g. 401(k)) to an inherited Roth IRA
(collaboration with financial planner and/or wealth
management firm is ideal) – consider this for at least 1/10,
since most would want to spread out tax impact anyway!
• Divide accounts by Dec. 31 of year after death
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X. Highlights of Checklist
• Be careful that any non-professional trustee understands
the difference between accounting income under the trust
(and UPIA/UFIPA) and taxable income, Roth/traditional
• Consider tax impact of RMDs annually between trust/bene
and exploit 65-day distributions for accumulation trusts
• Take Roth, non-Roth RMDs separately; same with other
plans, but often best to consolidate different types of plans
into one inherited IRA and one inherited Roth IRA.
• Counsel beneficiaries to name their own beneficiaries of any
plans/IRAs inherited directly and/or exercise any
testamentary powers of appointment over any trust
inheriting such plans/IRAs.
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Questions?
•

•

For a white paper discussing the optimal basis
increase trust, optimal basis increase LLC and using
formula general powers of appointment, the Delaware
Tax Trap, and various techniques to improve income
tax basis and shifting in trust design and
administration, there is updated material online at
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2436964
For a white paper discussing IRC §678 and the
Beneficiary Deemed Owner Trust (BDOT), there is
updated material available to download free online:
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3165592
In lieu of typing in the above links, you can also just search
the www.ssrn.com website for papers under my name.

•

Contact: edwinmorrow@msn.com
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